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Formulas are obtained for the correlation between the polarization of particles and the circu
lar polarization of the subsequent gamma quanta in allowed beta decay of oriented nuclei. 

THE extensive study of angular and polarization 
correlation in beta transformations, undertaken 
recently, have made it possible to gather much 
important information on beta interactions. It was 
established that the assumed A-V interaction in 
parity nonconservation is apparently not in con
tradiction with existing experiments. However, 
there are clearly not enough data for an unambigu
ous statement. This is why the determination of 
the type of beta interaction remains the most im
portant problem in the theory of beta decay. It is 
also desirable to know the values and the relative 
signs of the {3 -interaction constants. To explain 
these problems, it is desirable to study all as
pects of the beta transformations and, in particular, 
to investigate the polarization correlation between 
the {3 -particles and subsequent gamma quanta in 
beta decay of oriented nuclei. The advantages of 
such experiments is that they can yield complete 
information on the {3 -interaction constants. The 
pseudoscalar interaction does not make a notice
able contribution in allowed beta transitions. This 
leaves therefore eight (generally speaking com
plex) constants cs, cT, cv, c A and c8, cT, cy, 
and cA. for the scalar, tensor, vector and axial
vector beta interactions, which must be determined 

experimentally. The quantities ci, unlike Cio 
enter into those interaction terms that vanish when 
parity is conserved (these terms contain an addi
tional matrix y 5 =y1y 2y 3y 4 , where y 4 = -{3). A 
study of the correlation considered here, in accord
ance with (1), makes it possible to determine the 
real and imaginary parts of eight independent com
binations of Ci and ci. The information obtained 
in this manner will actually be complete. Let us 
remark however that the quantity 1m ( csc'V + cscv) · 
enters only with a small multiplier aZ/E, where 
a = 1/137, Z is the charge of the nucleus, and E 
the total energy of the beta electron (we use units 
in which ti = m = c = 1 ). Therefore, if the experi
mental accuracy is insufficient to discern quanti
ties of order aZ/E from quantities of order 
p/E = v/c, we obtain not 16 but only 15 independ-
ent relations for the 16 real quantities. In practice 
however, this causes no complications, for it is 
enough to take into account the results of any of the 
already-performed independent experiments to ob
tain more relations than necessary. 

Since the procedural aspect of the calculation 
of the sought correlation has been treated in an 
earlier work by this author,1 we merely cite the 
end results. 
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We introduce the following notation: j0, jt> and 
h are the angular moments of the nucleus for the 
{3-y transition j0 ( {3) jt( y) h; JJ.o, Jl1> and JJ.2 are 
their projection on the z axis. k ( k, e' q, ) is the 
momentum of the gamma quantum, I is its mul
tiplicity, a = 1 or -1 determines the right-handed 
or left-handed circular polarization of the quantum; 
p ( p, J, cp) is the electron momentum and t ( 1, x, w) 
is the pseudovector of its polarization in the rest 
system. The angles e, q, and J, cp are given in 
a coordinate system in which the z axis is along 
the direction of the predominant orientation of the 
nuclear spins, while the angles x and w are. in 
a coordinate system with the z axis along the di
rection of p (see diagram). 
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The expression for the correlation beween j 0, 

p, k, and t for a = ± 1 can be represented in 
the following form* 

W(jo, p, ~. k, a)=~(-I)gV2S+ Ihg(j0)Bsa 

X Z~~s F~~s (p, ~. k); (1) 

I-to 

Bsa = U (MjlS; h/) CJ:so; (3) 

f~~s(p, ~. k) = 41tP·(- w-a V2a +I ~c~~Sa 
a.~ 

J• J~ • 
X Y Sa (61D) Da~(cp.&O) C aob~Y b~(xw). (4) 

The summation in (1) is over all possible val
ues of the indices a, d, J, g, and S within the 
following limits: b + J :::::a ::::: I b- J I; 0 :s S :s 2I; 
J+S:::::g:::::IJ-81; b=0,1; J=0,1; 2A.=1-
( _ 1 )a+l:i+S+g. 

The quantities C~~b/3 are the known Clebsch-

*The common factors that do not affect the correlation are 
omitted everywhere. 

Gordan coefficients. w ( JJ.o) is the probability of 
a given value of the projection JJ.o of an oriented 
nucleus. hg (j0 ) determines the degree of orien
tation of the initial nuclei; the values for fg (j 0 ) = 
hg ( Jo )/j~ for various particular cases are given 
in reference 2. For aligl\ed nuclei, g can be only 
even. The quantity 

U (MilS; i11) = V (2j1 + I) (2/ +I) W (MilS; h/), (5) 

where W ( hihS; j1I) is the Racah function. In the 
particular case when S = 0 or 1, we have 

Boo = 1' Bla = a h (it+ 1)- i• (i. + 1) +I (I+ 1) (6) 
2I (! + 1) Vit (h + 1) 

If the y -quanta polarization is not investigated, 
it is necessary to take Bs = Bs1 + Bs_1 instead of 
Bs. Bs ~ 0 only for even S 

B [1 s (S + 1) J u (. 1 . s· . /) cio 
S = - 2I (I+ i) ]2 h • h IoSo• (7) 

If the observed {3-y cascade is of the form 
h ( f3) h ( Yd h ( Y2) •.• jN-1 ( Y) jN and if the experi
ment is aimed at investigation of the gamma quanta 
of the jN-1 ( y) jN transition, then, denoting the 
multiplicities of the quanta by I1o I2 , ••• In-1> I re
spectively, we obtain a formula for the correlation, 
provided we multiply the expression Bscr in (1) by 
the product 

N-1 

II u (MkSik-1; h-1ik)· (8) 
k ~2 

The quantity FSgs ( p, g, k) depends only on 
the angles. Its explicit form is given in the Ap
pendix for several specific cases. 

We give here the values of the quantities zSgs 
that enter into (1): 

Z~s = [Mo -yE-lNo + U (gj1j0 1; hio) (M1-y£-1N1)J os_..; 

Z~h = (2/a) U UoSio1; iog) E-1 [-(pRe Qm 
+ rr..Z lm Qn) o_.,s±1 + (p Im Qm- rr..Z Re Qn) o_..s] 

-lf2(2g+1)(2j0 +1)(2h+1)/3X(j1jol, ilj0 I, Sgl) 
X E-1 (pRe Q1 + rr..Z Im Q1); 

Z~~s = (2/s) U (j08j0 l; iog) [Re Dasg±1- Im Das"l 

+ (1/a) V2 (2g + 1) (2j0 -t- I) (2j1 + 1) /3 X (hj0 1, hj0 1, Sgl) G; 

z~~s = V1/a E-1 [pRe Qo + rr..Z Im Qo 
+ U (ghiol; hio) (pRe Q1 + rr..Z Im Q1)J B.;s; 

.Zi~s = (2/a) V% U UoSioi, iog) E-1 [(pRe Qn 
+ rr..Z lm Qm) O.;s- (p Im Qn- rr..Z Re Qm) 1ls.;±1] 

-21f(2g+ 1)(2j0 + 1)(2ir+ l)X(ir]01, j1iol, Sgl)E-1 

X (p Im Q1- rr..Z Re Q1) llsu1; 

z~~s = (2fa) (1 - y£-1) {(V2/3) u UoSj(}l' iog) [Im (Do+ D1) as., 

- Re(D0 + D1) os<;±1J- V (2g + 1) (2j0 + 1) (2j1 + 1) / 3 
xX(hj0 l,j1jol, Sg1)(M1 '+N1)}; 

y=lf1-(rr..Z)\ 
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The quantities X (abc, def, ghi) are the Fano 
functions. Their explicit form, many of their prop
erties, and particular values, are given in refer
ences 3 and 4. The number triplets abc, def, and 
ghi can be transposed cyclically without changing 
the function X. Non-cyclic transposition of the 
numbers changes the function by a factor ( - 1 ) v, 
where v = a + b + c + d + e + f + g + h + i. X (abc, 
def, ghi) =X ( adg, beh, cfi) and X (abc, def, ghO) 
= U(gdbc; ae)6cf6gh/v'(2g+1)(2c+l)(2a+1)(2e+1)'. 

The quantities M0, N0, Qm, etc., which enter 

into zS~s' have the following explicit form: 

Mo = (I Cs 12 + I c~ 12) I Ks 12 + (I cv 12 + I c~ 12) I K v 12 ; 

M1 = (lcrl 2 + lc~ 12) I Krl 2 + (i cA !2 + I c~ 12) IKA 12 ; 

N 0 = 2Re (esc~+ c~c'~) KsK~; 

N1 = 2Re (ere~+ c~c~) KrK~; 

Re Q0 = Re (csc;·IKs /2 - eve'~ I K v J2); 

Im Q0 = Im (eve;+ c'vc;) K vK;; 

Re Q1 = Re (crc;l Kr 12 - cAc~ I KA /2); 

Im Q1 = Im (cAc; + c~c~) KAK~; 
Qm = (c~c~ +esc;) KsK~- (eve~+ c~c~) KvK~; 

Qn =(eve';+ c'vc~)KvK~- (esc~+ c~c~)KsK~; 

Do = (esc~+ c~c';) K sK~ + (eve~ + c~c~) K vK~; 

D1 =(eve~+ c~c;) K vK~ +(esc~+ c'sc~) KsK~; 
D = (D0 - y£_1D1)- 2 (D1- y£-1D0); 

G = (M1-y£-1N1)- 2 (N1-y£_1MI). 

The quantities Ks, Ky, KT, and KE are the 
nuclear matrix elements for the S, V, T, and A 
interactions 

Ks = ~ IJli.~-<.~tJIJ,~-<,dr = ~ ~; (9) 

Kr=-(C[:J):!LT1 ~tjJ;,!L,~crztJI/,!L,dr -~~a; (10) 

Ky and KA differ from Ks and KT in the ab
sence of the matrix (3 under the integral sign. In 
the non-relativistic approximation for the nucleons 
we have 

(11) 

Since the strong interactions are apparently in
variant under time inversion, the phase shift be
tween Ks, KT, etc. is zero or 1!'. 

If the beta interaction is invariant under time 
inversion, the constants c and c' should be real. 
In references 5 to 7 it was proposed to study the 
(3-y correlation in oriented nuclei to determine 
1m Qm. The first experimental results8 do not 
lead to definite conclusions. Assuming the A V 

or TS interaction to take place, proof of the ab
sence of 1m Qm would be sufficient to establish 
the invariance of the beta interaction under time 
inversion. However, if some other combination 
of the (3 -interaction variants takes place, say 
TV or A VS etc, it becomes necessary to study 
the phenomena that are determined by Im Qn, 
1m Qt> etc. To clarify the problem of the invari
ance under time inversion, it is not essential to 
investigate the correlation (1) completely. It is 
enough to $tudy the polarization of the electrons 
emitted by the polarized nuclei. The correspond
ing formulas are given in our earlier work. 1 

Let us note that it is not essential to have ori
ented nuclei in order to investigate this correla
tion. The same results are obtained by studying 
the correlation between the electron polarization 
and the circular polarization of the subsequent 
gamma quanta. For a given circular polarization 
a, the probability of definite p, t, and k is of the 
form 

1 

W (p, ~. k, cr) = ~ (ML -yE-1N L] + E-1 (pRe (Q 0 + Q1) 
L~o 

+ ocZim (Q0 + QI)] cos X- B1cr {[-2p Re Qm- 2ocZ Im Qn 
+'Aid, (pRe Q1 + ocZ Im QI)] £-1 cos 6 + (1/3 ) [2Re D 
+ AJ,J,G] [cos 6 cos X+ sin 6 sin x cos w] + [2p Im Qn 

- 2ocZ Re Qm- 'Ai.i, (p Im Q1- ocZ Re Q1)] E-1 
X sin 6sin xsinw + (1/3) (1-y£-1) [2Re(D0 + D1) 

-'A1,1,(M1 + N 1)] [2cos 6cos x- sin 6 sin xcosw]}; 
(12) 

AJ.j, =lit (it+ 1)- io Uo + 1) + 2] [2 Vh (it+ 1)] 1 • (13) 

Since the nuclei are not oriented in the given 
case, the angles e and X are measured from 
the direction of p, which was taken to be the z 
axis. The plane ( pk) is chosen the same as the 
( zx) plane and the angle w is measured from 
the x axis in a right-handed system of coordi
nates. 

If there exists a t - - t invariance then, ac
cording to (12), the probability of observing an 
electron polarized with or against the y axis 
(X=7r/2, w=t7l'/2) isverysmall. Inthiscase 
1m Qn =1m Q1 = 0, and the projection of the po
larization vector (14) on the y axis is propor
tional to a small quantity, namely 2aZE-1 x 
Re ( Qm - A.j do Qt). Observation of a noticeable 
electron polarization ( ...... p/ A and not ...... a Z/E ) 
along this axis would be evidence of the existence 
of a contribution from the VT or AT interaction 
and of violation of the t- - t invariance. 

Since the observation of the circular polariza
tion of gamma quanta yields information on the 
orientation of the nuclear spin after the beta decay, 
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a study of the correlation (12) is equivalent to a 
study of the polarization of the electrons emitted 
by oriented nuclei. To proceed to this case and 
to obtain W (j0, p, t), it is sufficient to replace 

B10· in formula (12) by - h1 ( j0 ) = - _6 p.0w ( P.o )/ 
P.o 

.J j0 (j 0 + 1) , to replace A.jdo by Ajoh• and to re-
place IJ by J. 

If we know the probability (1), then the polariza
tion of the electrons emitted in the beta decay is 
determined by the vector "f, where I "f I s 1 gives 
the degree of polarization. Let w ( x, w) denote, 
in abbreviated form, the probability W (j0, p, ~, k, a) 
as a function of the angles X and w. Then the ex
pression for the projection of t on the coordinate 
axes (in a system with z parallel to p) can be 
represented in the form 

ck = [Wk- w_h] I [Wk + w_h], k~x. y, z, 

Wz=W(O,O) W-z=W(1t,0) Wx=w(-i-• o), (14) 

W-x = W ( -i- , 'lt) Wy = W ( -i- , T) W-y = W ( T • - ; ) • 
All the above formulas pertain to a rr decay. 

For {3+ decay it is necessary to make the substitu
tions 

(15) 
c~~c;, 

If the polarization of the beta particles is not being 
investigaged, it is necessary to put b = 0 in for
mula (1). Therefore only Z~0gs and z1~s will 
enter into W (j0, p, k, a). When S = g, the quan
tity z1~s contains the term ( p/E) Im Qm. This 
makes it possible, by investigating W (j 0, p, k) or 
W ( j 0, p, a) to obtain information on the t - - t 
invariance for the TS or AV interaction. 

APPENDIX 

. The expression (4) contains the quantity 
D&f3 ( cpJO ) • This equals 

D~~ = 8a08~0 , D~ =cos&, 

2D~t = 2D::1_ 1 = (1 +cos.&) i~, 

2D~-1 = 2D::11 = ( 1 -cos.&) e'~; 

.!"- 1 ~/- 1 . y 2D0_ 1 =- v 2D01 =sm.&, 

V2D~0 =- V2D:..10 = sin.&i~ . 

References 1 and 5 give particular values of 
the quantity FsgJ ( JcpiJIP ), which in our notation 
is i -A. F~~S ( p, t, k). The following are a few 
particular values of F.fis (p, t, k) for b"" 0 ): 

Fu ~ /-3 F u 3 . " . . 
ooo = v cos x; no = V.2 sm 11' sm x sin w; 

F~~1 = 3V3/2{cos6sin.&sinxsinw 

+ sine sin x cos w sin (<I>- <p) 

-cos.&sinxsinwsin6cos(<I> -<p)}; 

F~~o =-V3 [cos.&cos x- sin &sin X cos w]; 

F~~1 = (3) y2) {cos e [2 cos& cos x +sin x sin.&cos w] 

+[2 sin.& cos x-sin X cos.& cos w] sin 6 cos (<I>-<p) 

-sin X sin w sine sin (<I>- <p) }; 

F~~o = Y3/ 2 [2cos.&cosx + sin.&sinxcosw]. 
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